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Datasheet

A New Generation of UEFI
Platform Firmware
Phoenix SecureCore Technology™
4 (SCT4) is our latest generation
of UEFI Platform Firmware with
advanced features to enhance
system security, connectivity and
manageability. Designed with
over 30 years of domain expertise
in firmware architecture and
engineering, Phoenix SCT4 eases
maintenance efforts for OEM/ODM
developers pursuing an efficient and
economical transition to the next
generation of the UEFI codebase.

Choose Your UEFI Firmware
Development Environment
Phoenix SCT4 supports both
traditional EDK II, and Phoenix’s
SCT style source code environments
offering developers maximum
flexibility in choosing the
development environment they feel
most comfortable with. With SCT4,
you choose the environment that’s
right for you!

UEFI Security Features
•Secure Boot: Window 8, 8.1, 10; Linux
•Secure Flash: NIST 800-147
•Measured Boot: TCG, NIST 800-155
•Firmware TPM 2.0
•IOMMU-based DMA Protection
•Intel
o Boot Guard
o BIOS Guard
o Identity Protection Technology: ATP, TXT,
XD, AES
o Intel Virtualization Technology: VT-d, VT-x,
PCle SR-IOV
•AMD
o Hardware Verified Boot
o Virtualization and IOMMU

Source Code Reuse
•Supports EDKII and SCT Source Code
•Support Multiple Projects in the Same Source
Code Tree
•Improved Modularity and Customization
•Phoenix Configuration Definition Language
•EDKII Platform Configuration Database

Industry Standards Compliance
•Native EDKII support
•UEFI and PI specifications
•Advanced Configuration and Power
Interface (ACPI)
•System Management BIOS (SMBIOS)
•Trusted Computing Group (TCG)
•Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
•Windows UEFI Firmware Update (WUFU)
•Linux Vendor Firmware Service (LVFS)

Development Tools
•Phoenix CoreArchitect™ Debugger
•Tools Development Kit (TDK)
•Tools Subscription Program (TSP)

Write Code Using Traditional
EDK II or Phoenix SCT4

Stable, Reliable, Customizable
Value-add Features

SCT4 leverages the strength of the
original SCT architecture, while
embracing the EDK II standard
architecture. The result is a familiar
EDK II style source code base with an
embedded SCT style development
environment. This allows developers to
implement new drivers and features as
either EDKII packages or SCT Modules.

Enjoy all the stability and reliability of the
IHV resource code distribution enhanced
with easy to customize Phoenix valueadd features. SCT’s build architecture
supports multiple projects with different
configurations in the same source code
tree. Security features are easily enabled
and configured through simple DEF
language statements. The SCT Platform/
Board architecture provides well defined
hooks for easily adding design-specific
customizations. The new SCT4 Flash Part
Package supports a multitude of flash
parts with a single library component.

Customization is a Breeze with the
SCT DEF Language
SCT4’s modular design and
Configuration Definition Language (DEF)
provide a framework for easily adding
custom features, logos, and splash
screens. Configurations and settings
are controlled through a single Project
Definition file. Include packages, modify
driver settings, create and modify PCDs,
and override libraries with simple DEF
language statements.

Touch-optimized Design

Leverage the SCT4 Advantage
The greatest advantage of SCT4 for
OEM/ODM developers is in its ability
to leverage the EDK II framework to
seamlessly connect their firmware base
to the latest generation of CPUs, with
the added benefits of Phoenix valueadd features, easy customization, and
accelerating product time-to-market.

•Connected Standby Ready
•GUI Setup and Touch Hot Zone

Want to learn more about Phoenix SecureCore Technology 4?
Send us an email at sales@phoenix.com

